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Is the maritime industry still traditional?



The maritime industry • In an industry driven by regulations, we face threats 

from disruption and often take a reactive stance

• Now we’re modernizing and looking outside the 

industry for technological competencies we can adopt

a crucial part of everyday life

%
of world trade.

Shipping is



96%
believe in technology 

adding value to shipping 

operations

Based on a 2018 survey by Icontainers.com

with 200 companies

72%
have actually tried



Why Now?

Data generation Computing power Communication

The trinity of Industry 4.0 convergence:

• Shipping has tons of data, but they’re localised and siloed

• Access to computing power is readily available today

• In deep sea, communication used to be a challenge but is now being bridged





Transformation through digital services enabled with data

will deliver more value to meet our customers’ needs

Reduction in 

operating 

expenditure

Predictability in 

budgets

Safer and 

compliant 

ships

Competence 

development

Sustainable 

solutions

with reduced 

environmental 

impact

A holistic 

solution 

developed

across 

ecosystem

an enabler to provide 

insights and outcomes
CUSTOMER
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Open Innovation

Ideas Market Ideas Market
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INNOVATION       INVENTION



Making decisions

How do we qualify what we should work on?

Can we do it? Is there value? Is there demand?



We are transitioning to the digital age through multiple initiatives

that will not only improve the customer experience but also provide ‘deep 

optimisation’ possibilities

DIGIBOILER

3D PRINTING

SMART
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DECARBONISATION

LMP



Open Innovation

Ideas Market

Wider Ecosystems

External

Suppliers

Customers

OPEN INNOVATION MODEL

Port Authorities

Regulatory Bodies
Not only can venture developments 

co-exist, but they can also help to migrate core 

business.

Our digital ventures pipeline is constantly 

evolving.

As new ideas come to life, markets progress 

and technology develops, so does our pipeline.

Technology

Partners



Transformation doesn’t happen at 

the flip of a switch. 

It is a journey you set sail on 

to provide optimized outcomes for 

stakeholders.

Without that, transformation is 

meaningless.



Adapting to the digital future 

isn’t just about technology.




